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y courtesy of the Editor these addenda, containing short references to
material received in the period October 1, 1961-February 15, 1962, could be
published together with the review article. In this way it was possible to shorten
the period between the deadline and the date of publication appreciably. The
data given in the addenda are not incorporated in the figures and master tables
of the main text .
2'N a
20N

e(d, n)21Na

Analysis of the angular distribution measurements in Gr 61 yields reduced
widths for groups (0) and (1) 29. Analysis o'.Ï the angular distributions reported.
in Aj 61 yields l1, = 2, 4, 0, 0, 1, 1, and 1, and (2J +1) 01,2 =0.12, 0.2, 0.77,
0 .04, 0 .18, 0.11, and 0.25 for transitions to 21Na* = 0 -}- 0.34, 1 .72, 2 .42 ., 2.81,
4.17 + 4.31, 4 .44 -{- 4.48, and 5 .00 eV, respectively'.
22Nd
22Na(fl-)22Ne

Deviation of the
cussed 104.

spectrum from the statisticQil

shape is theoretically dis-

23
20Ne (a,

P) 23Na
-r- 1) and (2 + 3 -t- .1
At a = 27 eV, angular distributions of groups (0
6) have been measured 79.
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asides t e groups alrea y entianed in r 61, groups have also been ob~
se ~ed to ~~ a states at ~ = 3.94 ~0.1 ti, 4.45 ~0.24, 4 . 7 ~ .1 fi, and 5 .16 ~íï.10
~le~°~~,
~~ ~e{~-} 23 a
The recoil enen spectrum agrees to within 1 % with the supposition that
the - tr~.nsÉtions to
a{0} and {1) both have pure axial vector character~óe
~~ 'a ~ y' y)23 a

The. can life o ~3 a(1} has been measured as (1 .88 0.25) X U-~2 sec
i s bra sstrahlung resonance fluorescence experiment s~. ~n analogous exlevel $.
peri ~nt yields the can life of the 2.95
~letiT
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~ross section at
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= 14 l~ie~l ss.

a
"l°heoretical discussion of anomalies in the cross section far ~ouloxnb excita~tior~$~.
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j lg~y= P) 23 a
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angular distributions of photo-protons
c®n~puted 3°.

?4``b á.`~j`} 241 b

fra~11

defo

ed nuclei have been

24

half-life rnea,surement yields 15 .05 0,03 hr . The ß_ spectr~u between
3t~C~ ands 1300 key has the allowed shape within O. 5~h 23 . An angular correlation
measurement of the 2 .75 and x. .37 ~~ev y rays shows that both are pure E2,
~~-ith an ßlû ~, fixture in the former of at most 0.003°/® 2s. A precision measurenenf of the energy of the 2~ g(1} --~ (0} transitian yields ~ ~--. 1368.41 X0.20 ket'
y
rafter Doppler correction ; ~~.
~s ga(d'
p} ~Va
.fit ~ = 8 .9 : e , excïtation energies of many 23~a levels up to .~~ = 5.42
~f e~', lII values, and relative reduced widths have been measured
~°.
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section has been a~easur~d in the .~~ .-~ 12 .0--19 .6
24

g
:~lp a-particle angular dlstrlbLitlan5 to the neig
bourh®od of ~ ~ ß° yield
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==-- 6 .43 MeN' 0 .

2We(m
M9
The following resonances have been found (with J-" values from
angular
distribution
measurements)
T 1 .630, 1 .916(2-1-), 2.029(2+), 2
:
E.
all
.212, 2.273,
±0 .015, and 1489p -y 2 .564 2+), 1643p+h 135, 2 .898, 3.06,0(ln
and
3.190 Me, all 40-010 Me V, corresponding to 24Mg levels at E,, Z= 10.
10.911b,
11 .004b, 11 .157, 11 .208, 11 .388a.b, 11 .4501,, ", 11 .516a , b,
11
.1396,
11 .7293, 11 .863x' b, and 11072c c MeV, respectively . The levels marked",
markedb, and t, were known from the 20Ne(x, a) 2"Ne, 23Na( 3He, d) 24Mg, and
23Na(y Q 20Ne reactions, respectively"' .
y)24M,

23Na(p, y)24Mg
Gamma-ray branchings and (.)y values have been measured at twelve resonances in the EP == 594-1419 ON` region. The 24Mg levels at 4.23, 7 .35,
7 .62, and 7.75 MeV have
= 2 .7, 1 .5, 0.67, and 0.67, respectively" .
23Na(p, oe)2"Ne
fields and total widths have been measured of resonances in the E,
450 keV region . From angular distribution measurements, spins and parities
are assigned to three resonance, r5 .

gk 011m9
etatron bremsstrahlung excites three levels in 2-1Mg, at 8, 9.3, and 10.2
W, with R, = 0.5, 0.9, and 3.8± 01 :'6-' eV, respectively". An analogous experiment yields the excitation of states at 9.9 and 11f>.8 MeV 2.
24

g(n, n)24Q9
The azifnuthal asymmetry in elastic scattering has been measured of partially polarized neutrons at E. = 0.2-0.7 MeV 42 and E,, .= 2 .8 MeV36 .
24Mg (p , p l)24M g

angular distributions of groups (0) and (1) have been measured at several
proton energies in the EP = 7-16 MeV region 41 . The azimuthal asymmetry in
s4
elastic scattering has been observed of partially polarized 8 MeV protons
,
In the main text of this review paper, erroneously no mention has been
f- f 24~1,jg(6) : 6.432 ±0.010 'MeV
V
made of a measurement of the excitation .
.
(Co 61d)
have been meaAt E. =:= 42 MeV, inelastic scattering angulai- distributions 82
MeV levels .
sured corresponding to E,,, == 4.12, 4 .23, 6.0, and 6.4
27

{p, iz)24Mg

±0.003 MeV 24 . Angular
The ground-state Q value has been measured as 1-598
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1stAbUtimns lof , and a, have been obtained at E,, = 10.0 10.5 , 11.0, 11 .5, and
jeV777 .
REMARKS

The fine structure in the (y, p) and (y, n) cross sections on 2AMg is computed 58 .
Shell model calculations yield energy levels and branching ratios in 2 '-Mg 2a .
Application of the randlom-phase approximation to the giant El resonance of
108.
?AMg yields two well separated peaks
25
24~,Jg(d, p)25Mg

From the angular distribution measurements in Mi 61a, I,, values an4 reduced
widths are extracted by D.W.B .A . analysis' 5 . Comparison of the results of
61h and ja 61a indicates that several of the groups leading to levels given
in table 25.9, column I (ja Way have erroneously been ascribed to 25 g . Correction yields only the following 25Mg levels : 4.727, 5 .020, 5.123, 5.252, 5.479,
and .5.508 MeV, all ±0.004 MeV 102 .
2 -,Al(y,

d)25Mg

Yield measurement (E.,,. = 35 MeV) and comparison of (y, d) and (y, p)
yields" 9.
27AI(n, t) 25 Mg
The cross section has been measured for fission neutrons 33 .
27AI(d, a) 25Mg

excitation energies are given of 66 levels in 25Mg with 2-10 keV errors ;
Q, = 6 .690±0.011 MeV 119 . A statistical model discussion of the (2j + 1) intE.nsity rule 1S given 106
28Si(n, M)25 Mg

In the En = 4.6-8 .6 MeV region, strong resonance structure has been observed in the yield of groups oto through L4
-t '0 REMARKS

Fine structure in (y, p) and (y, n) yields on 25Mg has been computed '1 8. The
Lx-p,qrticlP model has been applied to a description of the 25Mg-25AI level
schcjnos"
25Mg(d,

p)26Mg

26

In the Ed
1 .5-3 .0 MeV region, angular distributions and
exitation
tions have been measured of groups p, and 73.
P2

ac-
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Proton spectra and angular distributions have been
measured at E. = 17 .6
eV 12, -Lnd with bremsstrahlung of
MeV48.
==
21
Yield measurerrients
Einax
with max ~-- 35 MeV 89.
1(160, 17F1 26Mg
The cross section has been measured at E(16C >) == 36 MeV 90.

27

g(p, y) 26AI
In the E. = 0.9-4 .8 MeV region, 33 resona,ices have been observed . The
7-ray branching of 220 resonances and of 24 lowcr levels is given . The 2 .08 MeV
level is shown to be a doublet 57 .
27AI(160, 1S F)27Mg

27

The cross section has been measured at E 16(0! == 36 MeV90.
27

P) 27 A.1
The ground-state Q value is measured as - 1 598±0 .005 MeN 724.
24

g(L%,

g(p, Y) 27A1
The y-brenching of the E. == 721, 809, 839, an J 954 keV resonances has been
measured . Spins, parities, and Axing ratioç, were obtained from angular
distribution and correlation measurements âs.
26

27

(Y,

y) 27AI

From a bremsstrahlung resonance fluorescerce experiment the mean life
has been obtained of the E,, = 2.98 + 3 .00 A11"c V doublet (unresolved)". The
yield curve of resonantly scattered bremsstra -'7 .ung with an energy between
Emsx and Emax - I MeV shows a peak at 8.3 .1 j"V' 4. Bremsstrahlung, resonant
scattering shows the giant resonance to be d( Ale ; the angular distribution
is consistent with dipole scattering 13
'L

27AI(n, n) 271
The azimuthal asymmetry in elastic scatter. , i ig has been measured of par24MeV 52 . Elastic
tially polarized neutrons at E,, = 2.8 MeV36' .aid at En =
54. Inelastic scattering
scattering differential cross section at E,, = '!4 MeV
cross section at E. == 14 .3, 15.4, and 16.1 Mel".
27AI(p,

pl) 27A1

aasure

ants have been performed of the }lastic differential cross sectior
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at 6.8 MeV 112, of the azimuthal asymmetry in elastic scattering of 8 MeV
polarized proton^ of angular distributions of inelastically scattered protons
= 6.5-7 .4 Me-39 , and of energies of y rays resulting from inelastic scattering 46 . A theoretical discussion is given of the results in Jo 61b 65.
l(d, )27AI
The elastic scattering differential cross section has been measured at
E d =!= 11 .8 Me V 22 .
27

AI
t Ea - 42 MeV, a(#) has been measured for ao and for several inelastically
scattered groups 5a, 82 .
(,X"

27

1)27

AI
The proton energy spectrum and
of E... =_ 24 MeV68.
,28 fl

( .y, p) 27

"M has been measured of bremsstrahlung
27

285i(y, n)2751

Si

Th.reshold ., .ieasurement yields E,. = 17 .14±0.12

eV 92.

28
g(

-)

The half-life is 21 .2±0.1 hr 55.
8

o-)285 1

The half-life is 2.26±0.01M 55 .
27

I(16()

P

1028

0) == 36 MeV, the cross section a< 7 pb'-*.

t E(I'1
285_

,n,

p)2

In the Emm = 1 .6-8,.6 MeV region, strong resonance structure has been observed in the yield of groups po through p. 10.
160(16(_~ , X)28Si

28SJ

,WpA-particle angular distributions yield even parity for all
to and 'ncluding that at 6.28 MeV 80 .
g(g 7) 2851

28Si

states

tip

he following resonances (E. in MeV) have been found (in brackets relative
intensities and J,% are given, the latter from angular distribution measurements) :
121 (1 .0 ; 24 t 131 (0.1 ; 0+ or 4+), 3 .36 (0.1 ; O), &42 (0 .3 ; 4+), 3.51 (0.2
; 1 -),
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3.59 (0.1 ; 4+), 3.66 (0.9 ; 2"), 3.82 (0.2 ; (4+)), 4.35 (0.4 ; 2+)7,3 .
The resonance

energies given in Sm. 60a and Sm 61a have to be lowered by 0.28%
. A new
resonance at E,,, = 2.932 MeV, corresponding to the 27Al(p, ,y) 28 Si resonance
at
.
Ep = 936 keV has (2 j + 1) y = 0.10 eves
27A1(p , ,y) 2851

The "Lewis effect" was observed at the E. = 992 k-eV resonance ; it may
have caused errors in former precision energy measurementS76
The y decay of the 759, 766, 773, and 993 keV resonances has, been ins estigated 93. The data given in reference Va 61c have been published 85 .
285i(y' y) 28S1

The yield curve of resonantly scattered bremsstrablung with an energy
between E,,,, and Emax -- I MeV shows peaks at 6, 10.4, and 12.OM(.,N,' 74.
In the spectrum of resonantly scattered bremsstrah lung peaks have been
observed at E. = 9.8 and 11 .3 MeV, both corresponding to breaks in the yield
curve . These levels have r,, = 0.9 and 8 .3 =12 .5 eV, respectively 7l.
285i(d,d) 28Si
At Ed = 11 .5 MeV, a(d) has been measured for elast-c scattering 22.
291(y, n)2851
The threshold has been measured as 08 .47-4-0.07 MeV 92.
29

Si

218
11e`°
Si(n, p)2"Al In the E = 4 .6-8.6
region, strong resonance structure
9
has been observed in the yield of groups po through p(, and o through a4 Y°.
295i(,y, y)29Si
The mean life of the 2.43 MeV level has been determin?d from bremsstrahlung
resonance scattering S .
L-t

29Si(p, pl)29Si

The angular distribution of the 1 .2,8
has been computed 72.

MeV 7 ray, excitedlin inelastic scattering,

30Si(y, n)2"Si
Threshold measurement yields Et,,, = 10.62=1 0.07

Ale17, 92 .

29
281(p, p)28Si

an 6 '.a
addition
Improved analysis of the e periments gi\-en in Br
changes the 1P val uvs of
resonance at Ep = 6 .60 MeV with F :--, 150 keV, and
.74(2), 7 .92(3), ;.20(2), 8.26(l),
the following levels : 29P* = 7 .50 (1P = 2), 7
.28(l), and 9 .3!'((2=`')) MeV94
8 .49((0)), 8 .51(2), 8 .62((1)), 8 .89(2), 9.06(l), 9
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29 Si(d, p) "Si

a(#) has been measured of several proton

groUpS43 .

guar distributionF of the groups to 30 Si(O) and (1) yield 1. = 0 and 2,
respectively 95 ®
C C"Si
he proton energy spectrum and a(#) have been measured with bremsstrahlung of E.. = 24 MeV68.

20i( y QMJ
P

Angular distribution measurements at the EI, = 1330 keV resonance yield
= 2+ and T = I for the resonance level 97 . The results given in Ba 60f are
discussed 107.
P
goss section at E n
3z

n t)301
(

= 14 .7

eV,

or == 20±5 IÂb" .

31

P
Yields and y-decay modes have been measured of resonances in the EP = 9751840 key' region . The E,,, = 4.26 TeV level in 31 mainly decays by a YO. An
angular distribution measurement shows the 1480 keV resonance to have
J-7 = 31+ 31
. Gamma-ray angular distribution and polarization measurements
2
Ta,
=
3 + j+ A+, ardi
yield J
5+,
for the resonances at 773, 939, 979.5, and 1393
9
2
2
2
7.5
key', respectively .
30q

311

(P C`
The mean life o -;' the 2.23 and 3 .13
strahlung resonant Huorescence7, 8

eV levels has been found from brems-

(P., P') 31
AnguQr (!.Jstributioi~s have been measured of groups p, and
6.5-7.4 MeV rep-ion 39 .

31P61,

p2

in the

d)31

11 .5 MeV,,g`O),,., has been

assured

P)
angular disti ibution has been obtained with bremsstrahlung of E
... = 21

(y,

.40 V -11.
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32
32PP-)32S

The Kurie plot of the fl- spectrum shows deviations fi -orn linearity 23
. The
log ft value and deviations from the allowed shape a-,. -e
theoretically
discussed 17, 104 .
28Si (a,

Q 32yS

32S

The resonance energies given in Sm 61a have to be lowered by 0.28% 118
Si

28Si(a, a)28S

The oto yield measured at several angles in the E, =:: 3.0-5.3 MeV range
shows resonances at E. = 3.90, M, 4 .45, and 4.72 Me V, corresponding to
32SIevels at 10-33, 10.70, 10 .81, and 11 .05 MeV 83 .
31p(p ' V)32S

Gamma decay and angular distribution m(asurements yield J-" = 1+ for the
E P =.= 355 and 440 keV resonances'4 This reference repla( ., es Sc 61c . Precision
measurements yield the following values for the resonance energies :
EP = 354.6±0 .4, 4311X45, 541 .1±-0.6, and 642.0±0 .7 lkeV 98 .
31P(P , P)31P
In the E P = 1 .2-1 .9 MeV region, five Tesonances have been observed W
47(0)elast 18

3'P(3He, á132C
At Ed = 7 MeV, angular distribution measurements yield 1, = 2 and 0,

for groups d, and d 2 , respectively 34 .
32S( y y)32S
'

The yield curve of resonantly scattered bremsstrahlung with energies between
74
Emax and E max - I MeV shows a peak at 8.5 NleV .
32S(e, e")32S

Coulomb excitation of the 3.78 MeV level in

32!;

84
is certainly not E2, but perhaps E0 -

indicates that the transition

n) 32S
70
At En = 14 Niet/, a(0),,j,,,t has been measured .

32C (n,

32S(p, p')32S

following inelastic p,.-oton scattering ;
Several v transitions have been observed
32S(2) 35 .
no e+-e- pairs are seen de-exciting

3

H'° .

i . ~NI)á AI~~ C . ï7AAd B3H;gi. :L.Fí3~7

32
==

~.

la~i, a(á; ")~H

.

~

has been ~n.easure 22.

~~S(d, ) S
~ ~ . ia ', e ci. ation e er as, l~ values, and relative reduced ~,~idths
h~.~~a bean easured of ~,~~an~ 33S levels up to .~x = 7 .45 . e~I2°.
~ .r(n, j S
°l`he tha a cross sec .ion is 235 ~ 5

b ~~ .

,3
~S
~°oad resonancas in the Wield of .~~, - 2.24 ~r1eV bave been observed ait
4. , ~ . ~. , (5. 3), and (5.6) ße 35.

~~S

p
, p ~

( , p) S
t x = 2 ~la

T, ~(

)

S(fl, p) S

of

oups p~ and p1 has ~been rnasured 4ae

e knal test of the paper quoted as r 61e contains several small changes
i excitation energies ; the levels at (4.26), (5 .~5), 7.7~, 7 .914, and (x .12) eiT
have been dropped ; nov levels are found at 6.690, fi.959, (7 .390, 7.750, and
7 .7 3 fe
®
Sp'p S
Saverai r transitions have been ® served follo ng inelastic proton scattering ~~,
( ~)
e $~a$f®$ifa h as been

eas red as 1 . 56 X0.014 sac3~.
~s

á

e , an angular distribution n~.eas~~rernex~t of fields h = `? ;
po
t ~s ïy .94 t~ es that of 32S( ~ p)33S(0) 2~a
3

ro
re~ astra $ ng resonance uorescence the
and
3 .Q1 ~fe T levels ha~~a been. found' , ~®
2. 5,

aam lives of the 1 .76,
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4OAr(X

-

Il .

33 . ,

36S

a)36,1

At Ev max = 70

íeß, the a-particle envrgy dMInitio n
and compared with statistical theory calculations 1 05 .

ha, 1)c q°11

nminiml

36Ar
V) 3 "Ar
In the energy range E == 2.2-3 .2
resonance...,
! )e(, f(  )(1  t
E = 2.550 (jn == 2+), 2 .785 (ju == ~. -), 3.0,56 (. 11 -- 'J,
aijd
3. 182 MvV,
all ±0.005 eV 9s .
32S(a,

35CI(p,

y)36Ar

New resonances have been found at EP = 624, 873 and 986 keV, all 1 .3)
keV99. Precision mcasurements of resonance energies yi,.-, I(t Ep *i_::: 111, 1 0 . .") , ,
532.9±0.6, 575 .2±0.6, 643.2±0.7, and 656.0±0.7 kel"I" .
37Ar(EC) 37CI

37Ar

I he LIK capture ratio has been measured as (9.71 --w (l .05)

X 1() -- 2 49

"Ar(n, n) 3"Ar
Analysis
x
of the scattering cross section measured in the E,1
eV ran,, yields a fesonance at , == -9 .8 keV, with "'n
r,, = 1 .85 eV 111.

.
I (P

82 ek", and

37

3OAr(p, p) 36Ar
Yield curves of the po group at se~-eral angles yield JT -MeV resonance, corresponding to the 3 .44- MeV level ill
replaces Ki 61a .

-j2 - for

the E,, =-:: 1 . 4 94
37K311 . this reference

r
uS(q y) 38 Ar
with enriched 345 targets, resonance have Wen founa at E, ~: 2 .670,
McV . All six resonlince
- .772, 2.911, 3.025, 3J16, and 1161 NIA',
levels have f-1 = 1 - 99.
38

37CI(p, 1,) 313Ar

-126 . ,
Resonances have been reported at E,
624 .2 ±0.7, 690.1 ±0 .7 keV 98. The 724 k-eV resonance

~ _O.(,, 61M .5

is a Jol)blvt - 1I;"r,

0 .6,
722

and 725 keV, both ±1 .5 keV".
:17 CI(p, n) 37Ar

show many resonances ill tile
Yield curves of the n o and nj groups
6 1 e and 'Ma (1) 1 .
4.0 MeV reeion5, 47 . These references replace Ba

1 .5 -

~. .

3s

r
e alf®life as
.07 eV 3~ .
E' ~ 3~

5.0

~ r1DT

~~~

C. V~~ ~E~ ~,~~~

een. assured as 0.9480 .010 sec, the ~~- end point i~>
ïs reference replaces u 61.

~(:a~n, t
t ~ _= 14 .7 ® eV, ~ C 0.1

b ~s.
3~

y= y~~$
yield curve of resonantly scattered bremsstrahlung with an energy between
~~ an
~~~ - 1 . e~, shows a peak at 7.0 I~ZZei~' 4. Frown the same reaction
the can lives of the 3.02 and 3.88 eV levels have been found'.
1

r~p, p') 4~~r
t ~ = 7 .3 and 9.4 iaV, inelastic scattering has been observed, exciting
,Z ~:~r lavala, up to ~~ = 6.65 eV s. At ~~ = 8 eV, the azimuthai asyin_
at r of elastically scattered polarized protons has baan measured .
4~,

r~4~~a
Fr® branchings, yield, and angular distribution measurements, J = 1 and
has been assi ed to the p = 1575.5 and 1580 keV resonanncs, respecti
~.aly~~. ~, resol~ant abso Lion measura~nent of at the louver resonance yields
y~
the total a~.d rad$ation widths3. I~eson~ù.nces have been reported at ~~ = 1 .106,
1 .133, 1 .241, 1 .309, 1 .3~I0, 1 .315, 1 .348. 1 .579, 1 .583, and 2.045 eV, a11~0.003
a , and at ~ = 1 .4'75 ~ 0.01 i~ eV . The decay of the resonance levels pro-ceads party th¬°ough new levels at G".00, 7 .49, 7.88, 8.48, and 9.06 ~IeV,
all ~0 .~~2 . e~1~
33

p,

~~ a~r, 4~~a
Y}

The yield curve of
~°esonance 'th a axi
with i~:~la scatterin ~~.
r~ ~ gar °as between

~~r~

o

a~e , e'~ ~~a

resonantly scattered brernsstrahlung shows a giant
urn at 20.5 IeV ; the ang~~lar distribution is consistent
The yield curve of resonantly scaf~tered bremsstrahlung
~~~ and ~~~ ® 1 ~ eV shows a peak at 8.0 e~1'4 .

t ~ = 0, 15 , an 180 ~ eV, inelas ically scattered elec ran groups
have as o se ed
es on ° ng to levels at 3 .8, ~ .5, 15.2, 17, 18, 19.2,
__
20. 5, and 4 3-45 _ e
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(P, p`)4°Ca
The azimuthal asymmetry in elastic scattering of polarised l ;,_:`°
l;n)t(,ti-~
has been measured" . The probability of two-photon de-excétp()i1
{,°f 41 ; ~~, í
compared to pair formation is less than 0.7%27.
REMARKS
Yield curves and angular distributions have been co
and (y, p) reactions on 4°Ca 3 .

í)utec1 for

41

Ar(p, p')4°Ar
the EP = 1 .8-3 .5 MeV region, many resonances ha` e bceii
4 OAr
m Cl ) In
observed in the yield of the p®, p1, and a® groups4. This reference reí)ktcç°'
Ba 60d. For proton elastic scattering, see also ref. 111 .
42

42K(í'-)

42Ca

11íe ,8-y (E;, = 1 .52 MeV)
measured 21.

circular polarization

correlation

hit`,

beds

42C a

41

X
K(P, P') 41
Energies, (,)r values, and angular distributions of tl' e E.,-=!. ..10i
o
41
3sAr
(P, a)
)
and 2.16 eV y rays have been measured in the EP =_ 2 .3-3 .4 Meá' region f ' .
This reference replaces Sh 58c, Sh 59a, Sh 61 .
42S C (#+) 42Ca
;CC
The . half-life has been measured as 0 .69 --í1 .0'a :t i~
, . i~rtl
5.32±0.10 1VIeV 37. This reverence replaces ju Cpl . l~or ~z t1<<'orf~ttc~~tl c i~cit
of the lowest T = 0 and T' = 1 levels, and the eapectc(í
reference 101 .
43

43SC (#+) 43Ca

.
A theoretical discussion is given of theft vAtle"
45

45

(fl--)45Ca

.
.°ron (1 . deist°
~ind
McV)
==
5
2
'
_
alpha
(E
A-r j -- 20±1 ruin activity from
45E by chenilcal sep,tra t 1 , 11
to
assigned
been
MeV) bombardment of 48Ca has
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measurement of the y-ray energies. Coincidence of the strongest y rays
= (x.175 and 1 .71±0 .02 MeV) suggests a 1 .902 -1- 0.176 --> 0 cascade. The
most intensive fl - component, probably proceeding to 45Ca* == 1.902 MeV,
has an end point of about 2 MeV, yielding a 45K mass excess of - 37 MeV.
The allowed character of this P - transition (log ft = 5.4±0.2) would imply
an unexpected odd parity for the 45K ground state 103.
QC

`''Ca(#-)ASC
A theoretical discussion is given of the,'i value 41
Ca(d, p) 45Ca
The polarization of the p. group is computed from D .W.B.A. analysis".
45 SC(n, p) 4'Ca

the cross section has been measured for fission neutronS 40.
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